The paper presents a theoretical model that allows the dynamic description of osmotic flows through a semipermeable interface. To depict the out-of-equilibrium transfer, the interface is represented by an energy barrier that colloids have to overcome to be transmitted to the other side of the membrane. This energy barrier thus represents the selectivity of the membrane. Furthermore, this energy barrier induces additional force terms in the momentum and the mass balances on the fluid and the colloids phases. Based on a two-fluid model, these forces can reproduce the physics of the osmotic flow without the use of the semi-empirical laws of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. It is shown that a decrease in local pressure near the interface initiates osmosis. When these balance equations are solved in a transient mode, the dynamic of the osmotic flow can be described. The paper illustrates these potentialities by showing the dynamic of an osmosis process occurring in the absence of transmembrane pressure and both the dynamic of the reverse osmosis with a constant flow through the membrane. A simulation reproducing the dynamic of the Abbé Nollet experiment is presented. The role played by the colloidmembrane interactions on the osmotic flow mechanism and on the counter osmotic pressure is analyzed and discussed in great details.
Introduction
The understanding of the transport of colloids at, or across, interfaces is still a scientific challenge meeting applications in many processes. For example, flow through semi-permeable membranes is a common process in living bodies (kidneys, membrane cells, etc.) and in industrial applications (filtration, desalting, etc.). Beyond these applications, the recent development of microfluidic experiments and of nano-scale engineered interfaces has revived the question of the role played by colloid-surface interactions on the transport at, or across, interfaces [1] . When considering the colloid transport across interfaces, the classical model for osmotic flow derives from the semi-empirical formulation of Kedem and Katchalsky [2] that considers non-equilibrium thermodynamics with the assumption of linearity between the fluxes and the driving forces. The mechanical approach (adapted from Darcy law) and the thermodynamic formulation converges to the writing of the velocity of the solvent, , and the colloids, , through the membrane [3] :
= (1 − ) − (2)
Where p is the pressure, is the osmotic pressure due to the colloid-colloid interactions, , and P are respectively the reflection coefficient, water and the solute permeabilities. In this model, the membrane is considered as a discrete transition region (an active layer assumed to be completely uniform across its thickness) between two homogeneous solutions. It is therefore assumed that flows through the membrane are caused by the differences in potentials occurring across the membrane.
These equations describe the fluxes between two compartments by assuming that the drive is the difference in chemical potentials. However, one has to note that the effective forces leading to the transport are not accounted by this formalism. Early works on osmosis underline the importance played by the interaction between colloids or molecules and membrane interface on the osmosis flows. Van't Hoff explained osmosis in terms of the work done by the rebounding molecules of a solute on a selective semipermeable membrane: "The mechanism by which, according to our present conceptions, the elastic pressure of gases is produced is essentially the same as that which gives rise to osmotic pressure in solutions. It depends, in the first case, upon the impact of the gas molecules against the wall of the vessel; in the latter, upon the impact of the molecules of the dissolved substance against the semipermeable membrane, since the molecules of the solvent, being present upon both sides of the membrane through which they pass, do not enter into consideration [4] ". Einstein [5] considered that the colloids exerted a pressure on the material at the origin of the partition: "We must assume that the suspended particles perform an irregular move (even if a very slow one) in the liquid, on account of the molecular movement of the liquid; if they are prevented from leaving the volume V* by the partition, they will exert a pressure on the partition just like molecules in solution". Fermi [6] stated that the pressure on the side of the membrane facing the solution is increased by the impacts of the molecules of the dissolved substances, which cannot pass through the membrane.
This interest for considering the effects of interactions with the membrane has been recently discussed [7] [8] [9] [10] but there is still little knowledge on how the colloid-interface interactions play a role on the dynamic of osmotic flow and how these interactions are related to the properties of the fluid and the membrane. The aim of this paper is to put forward a model that implements the role of the colloidmembrane interactions on the dynamics of osmotic flow.
Theoretical background
A new model has been recently established from the momentum balance for the fluid and the colloid phase on an energy landscape [11] . The concept of energy landscapes [12] allows the mapping of the colloidmembrane interaction energy (related to the Gibbs free energy that can also be expressed per unit of volume as a pressure, named interfacial pressure in the paper) for all of the spatial positions of the colloids in the vicinity or inside the membrane. This map represents the overall interactions between the colloids and the membrane interface (as for example, DLVO and hydration forces [13] [14] [15] ) but can also account for the energetic changes in the colloid conformation required for the transport in a spatial direction (for example, for deformable particles, or for extensible or unfolding proteins) [16] . The next sections are establishing the TFEL Two-Fluid model on an Energy Landscape (section 2.1) and will compare the model with the approach derived from the Non Equilibrium Thermodynamic (NET) approach (section 2.2). The set of equations to solve transient osmotic flow in one direction in a dimensional is presented in section 2.3 and its non-dimensional form in section 2.4.
Two-Fluid model on an Energy Landscape (TFEL)
In the two-fluid (or mixture) model [17, 18] , the momentum balances are established onto an energy landscape with the two-fluid model formalism i.e. for the fluid phase, the colloid phase having a velocity, (Eq. 3) and, by addition of the balance on these two phases, on the mixture phase having a velocity, (Eq. 4):
Momentum balance On the dispersed phase
On the fluid
On the mixture
Mass balance On the dispersed phase
The different contributions in these equations are dissipative or elastic in nature. The dissipative contributions are:
 the drag force which represents the forces due to the friction induced by the relative velocity between the phases (colloid-fluid friction) and the colloid mobility, m :
 the viscous dissipation, − 2 , due to the viscosity mixture, , in Eqs. 4 and 5 (fluid-fluid friction induced by the shear)  the viscous dissipation in the fluid due to the interface that can be linked to a porous media permeability, − in Eqs. 4 and 5 (fluidmembrane friction) where, , is the permeability coefficient of the membrane.
The elastic storage (non-dissipative contributions) are:
 the thermodynamic (reversible) colloid pressure gradient , , that corresponds to the water activity difference (colloid-colloid interaction)  the interfacial pressure, , in Eqs. 3 and 5 (colloid-membrane interaction)  the pressure drop, − , representing the energy dissipated in the system (fluid-fluid interaction) These equations can be solved in 2D or 3D in order to analyze the influence of the colloid-wall interactions on the transport of the fluid and of the colloids. However, this paper focuses on solving the equations in 1D and in the absence of shear to keep the system as simple as possible and to estimate the potentialities of the essential ingredient of the model: the energy landscape mapped with the interfacial pressure, . In the next section, the model is compared to the classical Kedem Katchlasky approach developed from a NET approach.
Comparison of TFEL model with the NET approach
In 1D and in a steady state, the continuity equation for the fluid (Eq. 8) results in considering that the mixture velocity, , is constant along the distance. Eqs. 3-9 can be combined to define the mixture and the colloids' velocities: The momentum balance on colloids (Eq. 10 resulting from Eqs. 3 and 9) establishes that the drag force acting on colloids because of the slip velocity (first term of Eq. 10) is the result of the osmotic pressure gradient (second term) and the interfacial pressure gradient due to colloidmembrane interactions (third term). In the momentum mixture balance (Eq. 11 resulting from Eq. 5), the pressure drop due to friction between the mixture and the interface (first term of Eq. 4) is brought by the fluid pressure gradient (second term) and by the colloid membrane interaction. The colloid membrane interactions play here the role of a forcing term on the momentum equations of the fluid flow, similarly to a Force Coupling Method [19] . This mathematical writing therefore enables accounting for the interactions between the different phases as schematized in Fig. 1 . Eq.10 indicates that the drag force acting on particles (dissipation due to the fluid-colloid slip velocity) is stored in colloid-colloid interactions (through the osmotic pressure, ( )) or in colloid-membrane interactions (through the interfacial pressure, ( )). Eq. 11 means that the drag forces on the interface (fluidmembrane dissipation) are induced by the destocking of the fluid pressure (fluid-fluid interactions) or colloidmembrane interactions. Eqs. 10 and 11 allow to express the mixture velocity and the colloid velocity:
These last two equations can be compared to Eqs. 1 and 2 resulting from the non-equilibrium KK approach [2] . In the equation describing the fluid or the mixture flow through the membrane, the forced convection term (due to the gradient of pressure, ( ) ) is balanced by the osmotic flow which is written, − , with the NET approach (Eq. 1) and by the interfacial pressure, ( ) , with the Two Fluid on Energy Landscape TFEL (Eq. 12). In the NET approach the osmotic flow is a function of the difference in osmotic pressure (also linked to the difference in water activity and then the water chemical potential difference) whereas, in the TFEL model the osmotic flow is seen as the consequence of the colloidmembrane interaction. When these equations are integrated, the resulting counter osmotic pressure is − ∆ and ∫ respectively. The counter pressure is therefore not the direct result of the concentration gradient, but is rather depicted as the consequence of the exclusion of particles by the colloid-interface interactions. The counter pressure only occurs in the zone where an energy map gradient is present (referred to as exclusion layers in this paper). The TFEL approach (based on a mechanical approach) is closely related to the thermodynamic approach when a potential-energy profile is introduced in KK equations [20] to describe the osmotic transport across a membrane.
The colloid-membrane interaction is closely linked to the osmotic pressure difference in KK approach (Eq. 1). When considering the momentum balance on the colloids (eq. 10), the drag force on the colloids is balanced by the collective diffusion (osmotic pressure gradient) and the migration of colloids near the interface (interfacial pressure gradient).
However, colloid-interface interactions and colloidcolloid interactions are linked. As expressed by the integration of Eq. 3 (or Eq. 13), these colloid-interface interactions are also balanced by the osmotic pressure gradient and the drag forces:
Physically, the counter pressure is then due to the osmotic pressure difference at the exclusion layer boundaries (it can be seen as the osmotic flow contribution: a counter osmotic pressure) and to the drag force acting on the particles (a counter drag pressure).
If considering a very thin exclusion layer, the integral of the drag force in the exclusion layer is negligible, ∫ = 0. In such conditions (details are given in supplementary information 1), the osmotic pressure difference is related to the concentration difference (if considering an ideal gas of colloids) and to the partition coefficient, Φ, that is classically used to defined the "exclusion" role of a membrane:
In these conditions, the TFEL model can be linked to the KK approach by considering that the Staverman coefficient is:
The limit for the counter pressure is then similar to the osmotic pressure difference with a Staverman coefficient [21] defined as = (1 − Φ) where Φ is the partition coefficient. This result is coherent with the frequent writing of the Staverman coefficient as a reflection coefficient accounting for the leakage of a membrane ( ranging from 0 for a completely non-retentive membrane to 1 for a membrane impermeable to the solute). Finally, the model proposes an analytical writing for the Staverman coefficient which is still the subject of open questions and is differently interpreted from the Kedem and Katchalsky approach [22] .
Set of equations and data for the dynamic description
The TFEL model can be used to depict the dynamic of the osmotic flow. To illustrate this ability of the model, the transfer of a solute is considered along the pore axis or through the dense membrane thickness. The problem is treated in 1D (the z direction normal to the membrane surface) with no shear ( ( )̇= 0), and when the colloids pressure, , has only a thermodynamical contribution (i.e. in the absence of deposit or gel on the membrane surface). Eqs. 10 and 11 can be written as a set of partial differential equations along the z direction :
Where um represents the permeate flux through the membrane being constant along z from continuity consideration (eq. 8). The interfacial pressure along z is defined with a function (represented in Fig. 2 ) having a continuous first order derivative (details on SI 2): the derivative of the interfacial pressure in Eqs 19 and 20 is therefore a continuous analytical function. The two main parameters for this function are the height of the interfacial pressure (the maximum value that represents the height of the energy map) and the range of the interfacial pressure (that first represents the thickness of the exclusion layer and then the stiffness of the energy peak). The height or the maximum of the interfacial pressure is taken at = 2.3 that should correspond, for infinitively thin exclusion layer, to a partition coefficient, Φ = − , of 0.1 (according to the analogy between the maximum interfacial pressure and the partition coefficient in SI 3).
Fig. 2 : Representation of the energy map describing the solute-membrane interactions through the interfacial pressure. The membrane is represented with two exclusion layers, EX (where the variations of the interfacial pressure are localized) and the core of the membrane, MB, (where the interfacial pressure is maximum). The main parameters are the maximum value of the interfacial pressure (that is related to the overall membrane selectivity) and the exclusion layer thickness (that is related to the stiffness of solute-membrane interactions). The energy landscape is surrounded by two boundary layers or polarization layers, BL, allowing the description of the interfacial mass transfer.

Dimensionless set of equations
In the results section, the results will be presented in a non-dimensional form in order to generalize the application of the model. Eqs. 19 and 20 can be modified as :
where the different terms are made dimensionless by dividing the initial equations by the diffusion characteristic parameter. The dimensionless quantities are given in Table 1 where, a, is the size of the solute and,  is the characteristic dimension of the system (will be taken as the total thickness of the system).
The set of equations has been solved with the partial differential equation solver Fipy [23] implemented on the Python platform Canopy (Enthought, Austin). The full code used for this solving is given in SI 4. In order to use the formalism of the fipy solver, the convection term is written as the combination of the Péclet number and a Péclet number due to the migration velocity induced by the presence of the interface = ( )̂. This last term is proportional to the gradient of the interface pressure (the slope of the energy map). The dimensionless diffusive term is given by the generalized Stokes Einstein law, ( ) ̂. 
Transient description of osmotic flows
The ability of the model to describe the dynamics of the osmotic flow is illustrated for two different and complementary case studies (Fig. 3 ):
-The Reverse Osmosis at a constant flow rate: the model dynamically describes the local concentration through the membrane, the selectivity of the membrane and the increase of the counter pressure -The 1748 Abbé Nollet osmosis experiment [24] where two compartments with two different concentrations induce an osmotic flow that change the height of the compartment and then the static pressure across the membrane. The model describes the transient change in height and the equilibrium reached when the difference in pressure (due to the difference in liquid level) is compensating the osmotic pressure.
The main conditions that define these two cases are illustrated in Fig. 3 . For the reverse osmosis simulation (Fig. 3a) , the boundary conditions for the volume fraction are a specific concentration on the external side of the concentrate boundary layer and an outlet flow condition (gradient of volume fraction equated to zero) at the external of the diluate boundary layer. The flow rate through the membrane, um, being given, solving of Eq. 20 gives the transient evolution of the concentration profile. The simulation first enables the concentration coming in the diluate side and then the transient reverse osmosis selectivity to be determined. Once solved, the concentration profile helps the counter pressure to be determined by integration of Eq. 19. Such solving, corresponding to a constant flux filtration mode, will be presented in section 3.1.
To resolve a constant pressure mode (Fig. 3b) , Eqs. 19 and 20 have to be solved simultaneously. This is for example the case of the Abbé Nollet experiment for osmosis where the pressure in the compartments is fixed by the liquid heights. The boundary conditions for the concentration at the external side of the boundary layers are also fixed by the experiment conditions. From these boundary conditions, the simulations allow the transient variation of the concentration profile and the osmotic flux to be determined. As a consequence of the osmotic flow, the volume of the liquid in the two compartments changes. The changing heights of the compartments thus induce a change in the fluid pressure acting on the membrane. The change in volume also modifies the solute concentration in the compartment (this last effect can be neglected if the volume of the compartment is large enough). The full set of equations (given in SI 5) complete the equations that describes the transfer of the fluid and the solute (Eqs. 19 and 20) with global and partial mass balance equations for the concentrate and the diluate compartments.
Reverse osmosis with constant flow
The reverse osmosis simulations are performed for a Péclet number of 2. The variation of the volume fraction profile with time is given in Fig. 4 . The related variations of the solute transmission and the counter osmotic pressure with time are given in Fig. 5 a) and b) respectively. In these simulations, the initial volume fraction is zero all along z. At t=0, the volume fraction is 0.001 in the concentrate side (left side in Fig. 4 ). In first simulation time, the solute is then diffusing toward the membrane. When the solute reaches the exclusion layer, the solute is excluded by the membrane (due to the gradient of the interfacial pressure in Fig. 2 ). The counter pressure that was initially zero starts to increase. For longer time, the exclusion leads to the solute accumulation in the concentrate side and, consequently, to an increase in the solute transmission. The counter pressure reaches a slight maximum at a dimensionless time around 0.2. In parallel, the transmission progressively increases to converge towards a stationary value. As already discussed in a previous paper [11] , the variation of the steady state transmission with the Péclet closely follows the relationships obtained by considering a partition coefficient and therefore a concentration jump instead of the exclusion layers. At a steady state, one can note that the volume fraction difference is 1.3 10 -3 (Fig. 4) whereas the dimensionless counter pressure is 1. 
The counter pressure is thus mainly due to the difference in osmotic pressure in the exclusion layers. The drag force contribution to the counter pressure represents here around 2.2 % of the total counter pressure. 
Abbé Nollet osmosis experiments
For the osmosis simulation, the volume fractions are fixed on the external side of the boundary layers. Initially, the solute concentration in the different layers is zero and the volume fraction is 0.1 on the boundary on the concentrate compartment; such conditions could mimic a rapid introduction of the solute in the concentrate compartment. The solute is therefore diffusing from the concentrate to the dilute side; the corresponding concentration profiles are presented in Fig. 6 . The interactions of the solute with the membrane (defined by the interfacial pressure function defined in section 2.3) prevent the diffusion of the solute inside the membrane. This exclusion induces the osmotic flow (Fig. 7b) that is defined by a negative Péclet value (the flow is from the diluate to the concentrate side i.e. in the direction of decreasing z). The omostic flow induces an increase in the liquid level in the concentrate side and an opposite decrease of the level in the dilute side. These levels are translated into a resulting static pressure in Fig.  7a . The difference in the static pressure therefore induces a forced advection opposite to the osmotic flow. The equilibrium is reached when the difference in static pressure, 0.0754, compensates the part of the difference of the osmotic pressure corresponding to the external boundary of the exclusion layers. In the end, the contributions to the difference in pressure across the membrane, Δp, are given according to Eq. 15: 
The difference of pressure is still close to the difference in osmotic pressure (0.0834 as indicated in Fig. 5 ) weighted by the partition coefficient according to: (1 − Φ)∆ = (1 − 0.1)0.0834 = 0.075. There is, in this case, a residual drag force that is very low and negative. The low value is due to the fact that the flow is very low in conditions near to the equilibrium, and the negative value results from the negative osmotic velocity (directed from the diluate toward the concentrate compartment). 
Figure 7 : a) The variation of the pressure in the concentrate and dilute side due to the liquid level changes induced by the osmotic flow. b) Variation of the Péclet number (that represents the osmotic flow) with the dimensionless time. The negative value of the Péclet indicates that the osmotic flow is directed towards the concentrate compartment (direction of decreasing z). The osmotic flow is maximum when the concentration difference is great and as soon as the difference in pressure is not too significant. For longer time, the osmotic flow tends to zero; the equilibrium is reached when the difference in dimensionless
pressure generating a forced convection compensates the osmotic flow due to the difference in the volume fraction.
Discussion
The Two Fluids on Energy Landscape (TFEL) model allows the description of the transfer of solute having an interaction with its surrounding environment. The model unravels the effect of the combination of interactions between the three bodies ( Fig. 1) : the fluid, the solute and its environment (a membrane interface in this paper). In the case of the flow of a mixture of fluid and colloid through a membrane, the model describes the flow without applying the Kedem-Katchalsky approach as summarized in section 4.1. In the end, the fluid and the colloid flows can be represented as the result of driving pressures that are the combination of the fluid, the interfacial and the osmotic pressures (section 4.2). From the momentum balances implemented in the model, it can be demonstrated that the interfacial pressure leads to a local decrease in the fluid pressure (section 4.3) that participates with the osmotic flow mechanism discussed in section 4.4. Such a phenomena can be explained by the irregular movement of colloids in the exclusion layers near the membrane and by a local violation of Newton's third law for the mixture (section 4.5). The model also brings new insight into the controversy about the existence of a pressure drop in polarization layers during filtration (section 4.6).
Ability of the TFEL model to describe osmotic membrane transport
The model provides a continuous description in one shot of the transfer through an interface without introducing boundary conditions at the membrane wall. This potentiality is mainly due to the description of the transport on an energy landscape that represents the interaction between a solute and the membrane in their large diversity [11] . Presence of the membrane is then accounted by the solute-membrane interactions (the Energy Landscape part of TFEL) that described the solute exclusion at the origin of the membrane selectivity. It is therefore not necessary to introduce a partition coefficient (and a consequent concentration jump) to describe the membrane functionality. Furthermore, mainly due to the fact that the model considers the coupling between the solute and the fluid balance (the Two Fluid part of TFEL), the description of the counter pressure is implicit: the counter pressure can be described as the direct effect of the solute-membrane interaction on the fluid flow. The momentum balance on the colloid phase describes the effect of the membrane on the transmission of the colloids through the membrane (selectivity) whereas, the momentum balance on the fluid predicts the flow resistance (counter pressure) due to osmosis. The calculation of the counter pressure then no longer relies on the semi-empirical law (derived from the KedemKatchalsky model) that assumes that the fluid flow is proportional to ∆p − ∆Π. It must be noted that the TFEL approach has similarities (and is physically consistent) with other model that describes the transfer inside a membrane with specific interactions, like the sorptiondiffusion model [25] . The model can thus represent a way to unify the different approaches by considering that the membrane has a specific interaction with the solute (that can be linked to sorption, electrostatic interaction, partition) that can be generalized with the interfacial pressure. It could help to elucidate the "strange" transport mechanism of fluids at nanoscale [26] and therefore to progress by designing specific nanoscale molecule/pore interactions within artificial nano-pores in order to optimize the transport [27] .
The interfacial pressure and the driving pressures
The energy landscape introduced in the TFEL model is scaled as a pressure (Fig. 2) . The interfacial pressure, Π , can be compared to the fluid pressure, , and to the osmotic pressure, Π ; these pressure terms represent the colloid-membrane, the fluid-fluid and the colloid-colloid interactions respectively. These pressures characterize the whole elastic (reversible) interaction energies and can be considered as a descriptor of the total energy storage in the mixture. The force per unit of volume resulting in pressure gradients are , and for the fluid (fluid-fluid interactions), the colloid (colloid-colloid interactions) and for the interfacial interaction (colloid-interface interaction) respectively. The gradient of the interfacial pressure depends on the volume fraction of colloids, and the interactions force due to the interface, Π . Pressure induced by the colloid-interface interaction can then be defined as the integral of the gradient, Π = ∫ Π , that represents the total force exerted by the membrane on the colloids. This pressure contribution (referred to as exclusion pressure) is the term involved in the counter pressure (Eq. 15). The movement of the colloids and of the fluid occurs when these pressure contributions are released (the flow will occur in the direction of a negative gradient). As described with Eqs 10 and 11 and schematized in Fig. 8 , the relative flow of the colloids in the mixture, − , is induced by the gradient of the colloid driving pressure, being the sum of the exclusion pressure, Π , and the osmotic pressure, Π . The gradient of the osmotic pressure leads to the diffusion of the colloids and is then responsible for the mass accumulation on membrane [28] and for the deposit reversibility [29] , whereas the gradient of the exclusion pressure is responsible for the interaction induced migration of particles away from the membrane [13, 30] . The velocity of the mixture, , is due to a mixture driving pressure represented by the sum of the exclusion pressure and the fluid pressure. A gradient of fluid pressure leads to a forced fluid advection and thus to the permeation through the membrane. The gradient of the exclusion pressure leads to osmosis flow; the mechanism will be discussed in details in the following section. To illustrate these points quantitatively, Fig. 9 represents the variation of the colloid and the mixture driving pressure at the end of the simulation that describes the Abbé Nollet experiment (presented in section 3.2). As expected, the resulting colloid mixture pressure decreases along z to drive a flow of colloids from the concentrate to the diluate side (the membrane is not fully impermeable to the colloids). The mixture driving pressure increases along the membrane: a net osmotic flow exists from the diluate to the concentrate side. The gradient of the mixture driving pressure therefore represents the pressure drop needed to ensure the flow inside the membrane. 
The exclusion pressure is responsible for a local fluid pressure change
The pressure of the fluid is linked, with Eq. 19, to the force exerted by the membrane on the solute. For the simulation that describes the Abbé Nollet experiment, the resulting fluid pressure as a function of the distance normal to the membrane surface is presented on Fig. 10 . At the start of the experiment, the fluid pressures are equal in the two compartments and there is no flow rate. When the solute arrives at the membrane, by diffusion, the exclusion by the membrane on the concentrate side, > 0, induces a decrease in fluid pressure, < 0 as stated by Eq. 19 when there is no flow, = 0 :
Consequently, the pressure of the fluid at the interface, , is smaller than that in the bulk, ; the difference being the exclusion pressure :
The decrease in pressure near the membrane in the concentrate side leads to the pumping of the liquid from the dilute side. It should be noted that the pressure exerted on the membrane, + ∫ , is still equal to the bulk pressure (as it will be measured with a sensor). For longer time, the pressure drop increases with the number of solute molecules accumulated in the exclusion layer (because of in the term ) leading to an increase in the osmosis flow rate (Fig. 7b) . Similarly, a fluid pressure drop is observed in the dilute side as soon as the solute arrives in the dilute side (because the simulations are performed with a totally non-retentive membrane). However, the volume fraction being higher in the concentrate side, the net exclusion pressure (the sum of the exclusion pressure in the concentrate and diluate exclusion layers) leads to a net flux towards the concentrate side. At the end, the exclusion pressure, , represents the complex interaction interplay between the fluid, the colloids and the membrane having for physical meaning: the pressure (a local depression) exerted on the fluid due to the colloid-interface interactions. This local pressure induced by the colloid concentration could also be at the origin of the flows associated with the Marangoni effect [31] or with the capillary osmosis [32] or the diffusiophoresis [33] . 
The solute-membrane interaction at the origin of the osmotic flow
The mechanism for the osmotic flow can be considered as the result of the interactions between the particles and the membrane as previously discussed by van't Hoff, Fermi and Einstein and recently reviewed [7, 8] . From a force balance approach (schematized in Fig. 11 ), the scenario for the osmosis mechanism consists of the following steps:
1) In the exclusion layer, when particles arrive close to the membrane (due to the drag force induced by the flow, , or due to the diffusion in a concentration gradient, − ), particles experience interactions with the membrane with a force, − 2) When the particles are arrested close to the membrane, the interaction forces counterbalance the forces , − 3) According to Newton's third law, these forces lead to equal and opposite reaction force on the fluid, − directed away from the membrane (Fig. 9) 4) This force, − , participate to the displacement of the fluid away from the membrane. By considering the force balance on the colloid phase (Eq. 3), these forces are equal to the interactions force between the colloids and the membrane, − = − . 5) These forces lead to a local fluid pressure drop in the exclusion layer, = − + , when considering the momentum balance on the fluid (Eq. 28 and Fig. 10 ). 6) The pressure drop initiates the osmosis flow by ensuring the pumping of the liquid through the membrane.
The term osmosis initially introduced in 1854 by Thomas Graham finds here a particular meaning. Thomas Graham introduced this term from the ancient grec ὠσμός (ôsmos) which means push or pulse. In the mechanism described above, osmosis is directly related to the "push" exerted by the colloids on the semi-permeable membrane. Each time a colloid enters in the exclusion layer, the membrane pushes the colloid and, by reaction, this action leads to pushing the liquid away from the membrane. The fluid depression that is created by this movement initiates the osmosis. Thus, even if the membrane pushes only the colloids, a net force directed away from the membrane acts on the mixture and pushes the liquid away. If there is a difference in colloid concentration in the exclusion layer at either side of the membrane, the unbalanced force acting on the fluid will drive a net osmotic flow through the membrane.
In a simplified way, one can consider that the motor for osmosis is the osmotic pressure difference (it is why osmosis occurs) but the driving belt is the colloid /membrane interaction (it is how osmosis takes place). The TFEL model describes how the different forces play a role on the osmosis thanks to i) the consideration of finite exclusion layers with the Energy Landscape ii) the reciprocal contribution of the forces on the fluid and the colloid phase with the Two-Fluid approach. The model opens up interesting perspectives for the understanding of how the interaction landscape in exclusion layers impact on the dynamic of osmotic flows. A questionable point is why the fluid pressure might be impacted by solute-membrane interactions: the local fluid pressure decreases when solutes are excluded because of the interaction with the membrane (as presented in Fig. 10 and discussed in the previous sections). As displayed in Fig. 11 , inside the exclusion layer, the exclusion force acting on the colloids is not counterbalanced inside the fluid; the reaction of the exclusion interaction applies to the membrane. Newton's third law (action=reaction) is then violated for the mixture phase. This violation and the resulting breaking of the force symmetry can occur when there is a relative motion of interacting particles versus an interface [35] . In the exclusion layer, it leads (Fig. 11) to a net force on the fluid that is responsible for the counter osmotic flow during filtration and/or for an osmotic flow when the driving pressure is stopped. This exclusion pressure at the membrane surface goes with a local reduction in the fluid pressure, in order to keep constant the total pressure applied on the membrane surface: the loss in fluid pressure is equated to the pressure due to the normal force exerted by colloids on the membrane (the force violating the third newton law for the mixture). It must be noted, however, that Newton's third law holds for the complete "mixture-plus-interface" system: the net force on the fluid, − , is counterbalanced by the force acting on the interface. This local fluid pressure variation for colloidal dispersion near a wall has not yet been experimentally or theoretically demonstrated. However, the diffusion of colloids near a wall is still under investigation. The anisotropic near-wall hindered diffusion of particles [36] is currently studied for different conditions and for different interaction ranges with the wall [37] . The conclusion of these works is that the electrostatic force creates a need for an additional term to Einstein's theory of diffusion: the diffusion is frustrated and is no longer isotropic near a repulsive wall. The Stokes-Einstein diffusion theory assuming free or unhindered Brownian motion is no longer valid as particles approach a solid surface. Furthermore, the self-diffusion normal to the wall should vanish at long time scale (similar behavior has been shown for concentrated interacting colloids [38] ). This anisotropic frustrated diffusion of colloids should, in turn, change the isotropic character of the solvent diffusion. On a microscopic point of view, the diffusion anisotropy and the loss of the kinetic energy of particles (due to the reduction of self-diffusion) should lead to a local decrease in the solvent kinetic energy (due to the molecular collisions) located between the "arrested" particles and the wall. In a simplified way, the arrested (or the frustrated diffusion) particles play the role of a screen or a damper for the solvent molecular collisions. The attenuation of these collisions should lead to a local decrease in fluid pressure (loss of collisions toward the membrane). However, it should be noted that it could be very difficult to measure such a phenomena: the membrane (or a pressure sensor including a membrane) still receives the fluid pressure of the bulk (the attenuated fluid pressure at the interface plus the exclusion pressure).
Pressure drop or not a pressure drop in the polarization layer?
In the context of the filtration with reverse-osmosis, nanofiltration or ultrafiltration, the transport processes within polarized layers have been theoretically and experimentally studied over the last decades. The pressure distribution along the polarized layers has been widely discussed but is still subject to debate. Several groups are considering, from theoretical analysis, that the pressure gradient should be zero in the polarization layers during ultrafiltration [34, 39] . On an experimental point of view, pressure drop has been measured [40] while another authors [41] reports a constant pressure. More recently the various pressures involved in the polarization layers and their definition have been discussed in order to progress in the understanding [42] . These authors consider from an irreversible thermodynamic approach that the mixture thermodynamic pressure remains constant whereas the pervadic pressure (the pressure due to the fluid that is measured through a membrane) could change; this statement is close to the ones discussed in the previous section.
In this present paper, the two-fluid model enables accounting for the momentum balances schematized in Fig. 11 . From this balance, there is no pressure drop in the polarization layer. The thermodynamic force and the drag force act in an opposite way both for the colloids phase (colloids are arrested in the polarization layer) and for the fluid (the friction on the fluid is compensated by the osmotic flow due to the concentration gradient): Newton's third law is not violated in the polarization layer. Inside the polarization layer (Fig. 9) , the force applied on the fluid due to the friction, -Fdrag, is counterbalanced by the force due to the motion of the solvent molecules, because of the chemical potential gradient in water. As a result, there is no pressure drop as already concluded by many authors [34, 39] . No pressure drop (and therefore no dissipation) in the polarization layer is rather counterintuitive when considering the picture of a slipping velocity on arrested particles. This picture has to be broken for two reasons: particles are Brownian (not fully arrested) and are not isolated, but rather in a positive concentration gradient. From a mechanical point of view, the thermodynamic force acting on the fluid (due to the difference in water activity generated by diffusive particles in a concentration gradient) equilibrates the frictional force on the fluid. Overall, the frictional energy entirely contributes to the concentration (unmixing) of particles: this internal exchange between fluid and particle phases does not generate a net dissipation (nor a pressure drop). The fluid pressure is thus constant, = 0, in the polarization layer. This paper can provide an explanation to the historical debate about the pressure drop in polarized layers and resolve this controversy by considering:
 there is no pressure drop if only interactions between Brownian objects occur (in the colloidal dispersion or for a solution in the bulk and at a sufficient distance from the membrane) : Newton's third law (action=reaction) is applied for the mixture phase  there is a pressure drop if interactions with nonBrownian objects take place (in the case of aggregated or gel phases or when close enough to a membrane to feel the interaction with the non-Brownian membrane): Newton's third law (action=reaction) is violated for the mixture phase.
This important difference is unraveled in the model by considering a polarization layer (where only interactions between Brownian objects take place) and an exclusion layer (where interactions with the membrane takes place). Such differences are also interesting to imagine and investigate more efficient separation processes. For example, separation inside a Brownian system (cage to cage diffusion in a colloidal Wigner glass [43] ) or with an elastic membrane (storing the particle-membrane interaction) should be very efficient from an energetic point of view: the energy due to the separation (the relative motion between the particles and the fluid inherent to the separation) could be stored and then possibly further restituted.
A model describing the flow of a colloidal dispersion through a membrane has been developed with a two-fluid approach (to account for the colloid and the fluid transport) on an energy landscape (to represent the interfacial barrier). The model takes into account the interaction between the colloids and the membrane via an interfacial pressure. These interactions allow the description of the membrane selectivity for the colloids. Moreover, the colloid-membrane interactions enable, with a totally new way, the mechanism of osmotic flow to be described. Indeed, the colloid-membrane interactions lead to a local decrease in the fluid pressure near the membrane that is initiating the osmosis. The osmosis description thus no longer relies on the semi-empirical law derived from the Kedem-Katchalsky model. It has been demonstrated that the model is able to describe the dynamic of the osmosis flow through a membrane in the presence of a concentration gradient. It helps to understand the mechanical origin of the osmosis and to predict the dynamic variation of operating conditions during osmosis or reverse-osmosis processes. Furthermore, the model creates interesting possibilities to describe the dynamic of osmosis flow through biological membranes exhibiting specific energy map shapes. 
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